2005 ford taurus electrical problems

The following chart shows the 21 most common problems for Ford Taurus. The number one
most common problem is related to the vehicle's vehicle speed control with problems. The
second most common problem is related to the vehicle's power train problems. In our research
we use the PPMY index to compare the reliability of vehicles. The PPMY index of a certain
model is defined as the problems reported per thousand vehicles per Year. The total sales of the
Ford Taurus in the United States are , units [1]. If the total number of problems reported by Ford
Taurus owners in the last 16 years is , and the age of the vehicle is 16, the PPMY index can then
be calculated as. For more information, refer to this page: A study of reliability comparison
across Ford Taurus model year vehicles. The following chart shows the number of problems
reported during each of the service years since the debut of the Ford Taurus in When making
the decision between buying a new or used Ford Taurus, the following table can be used to
compare the Ford Taurus with the Ford Taurus from other model years. Note that the number of
problems reported for the Taurus is while the average number of problems reported for the 23
model years of the Ford Taurus is Car Problems. All Cars Ford Taurus Ford Taurus - Problems,
Statistics, and Analysis. Table 1. Common problems of the Ford Taurus. Table 2. Table 3.
Compare the Ford Taurus with other model years. Vehicle Speed Control. Power Train. Engine
And Engine Cooling. Other Fuel System. Service Brakes. Electrical System. Air Bag. Unknown
Or Other. Gasoline Fuel System. Seat Belt. Exterior Lighting. Electronic Stability Control. Child
Seat. Switch Year: So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or
errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a
for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook
Retweet this page Email this page. Add Complaint. My accelerator sticks about 50M. M, after I
applied the brakes. Car does this intermintally. This vehicle was in motion on a busy street. It
slowed down, sputtered, and would not move. I was able to coast it off the main street to safety.
Accelerator seemed stuck as well. There are only 77, miles. I am told that the transmission is
gone. There are more that complaints concerning this car. Ford needs to take responsibility and
repair these transmissions. Some owners have been on the highway. I was fortunate, I was only
on a busy street. Turning was also difficult. NHTSA please do something before someone is
killed. Waiting at a green light due to heavy traffic and a congested intersection , there was a
sweet burning smell, followed by white smoke. I made it off the road to a gas station parking lot
when seconds later, the smoke coming from under the hood in the front driver's side turned
black and flames erupted from the same spot. I took myself and my three children out of the
vehicle and in less than a minute later, the entire car was engulfed in flames. Apparently, there
was a recall on a recall of this make and model about the wiring for cruise control being too
close to the brake fluid. This happened in front of witnesses and I discussed this with
mechanics. Ford needs to wake up, because people can't just blow up in cars they take care of.
Search CarComplaints. Right front passenger side carpeting found wet with mold underneath
floor-mat. Insulation destroyed from the water and mold. Floorboards found to be solid and in
good condition. Minor surface rust appearing on floorboards from the excessive moisture
trapped under the carpeting. Water source found to be entering the cabin at the firewall where
the ac evaporator drain tube exits the vehicle. Evaporator drain does not appear clogged. This
is a known issue with the Ford Taurus from model years Recommend recall. This is the 3rd time
this has happened to me- and each experience is as frightening as the last. I was driving
approximately 15 miles an hour and the engine revved and the car sped up without my pressing
the gas- I did not have my foot on the gas pedal. I reached the light, put the car in park, at which
time the engine accelerated higher and higher. I turned the car off and when I turned it back on
the engine continued to rev higher and higher. After turning it off again, I decided it would be ok
to make it through the intersection, at which point the car sped up to 45 mph without my
pressing the gas at all- in fact, I had to press the brake pedal several times to try and slow down
and avoid hitting another vehicle in front of me. I finally had to pull over and turn the car off for
several minutes before turning it back on- and then it was fine. It is terrifying to feel such loss of
control and feel like I could not slow down. Please recall this issue- it is a danger to anyone on
the road. While pulling into a parking space, the vehicle suddenly accelerated and jumped over
a raised curb, smashing into the wall of the U. The damage has since been repaired. On March
13th , I was notified by a friend that there was a probe into the Ford Taurus having this issue. I
have notified Ford Motor Company and the vehicle is currently at broadway Ford in green bay,
wi awaiting an answer as to what caused the sudden acceleration. I first notice that the cruise
control had stop working after that a little while later I would be driving along and the car would
pick up speed on its own I would press the brake but that wouldn't slow it down so I hit the gas
petal and finally the speed would drop. I feel so unsafe what if this is to happen on a rainy or icy
day I could hurt myself or someone else what can I do that's not going to be costly? On several
occasions, vehicle was trying to surge forward while at a stop sign. Engine was revving very

high; had to press down really hard on the brakes to prevent vehicle from surging forward. Took
it to Ford dealer bankston Ford, fort worth tx who said that the 'diagnosis of cruise control not
working and purchase of a new cruise control cable. The car would speed up by itself from fault
of throttle control assembly, alternator had to be replaced, windshield wiper hose assembly, the
ac compressor had to be completely replaced, accumulator or receiver drier had to be replaced,
as well as replacement of the compressor drive belt, evaporator orifice belt, serpentine belt
tensioner, idler pulley, belt tensioner, on another recent occasion, the Ford was idling high and
when driving, would speed up to around to rpms, on its own replacement of gasket all spark
plugs, valve assembly, and another kit to counter the revving engine and throttle.. Odd noises
emanating from the left and right rear of the car resembling a wheel bearing also will probably
result in further repairs. The work was done at mileage Today it is K and the Ford keeps up with
its seeming reputation of being "found on road dead" The car will start and rev, but when placed
in drive or reverse it will not engage and remains in place. I attempted to start my car, the
engine will not turn over, there is a clicking noise under the dash, and all the interior, exterior
and dash lights flash. Stopped at light, car started to rev RPM's. Went through red light around
two cars as speed reached about 70mph. Both feet on brakes, could smell them burning, got to
side of road and slammed into park and turned car off. Wow, the scariest thing I have ever
experienced. If there was heavy traffic someone would have been killed, no doubt in my mind.
Called Ford and they could not help as there is no recall. Took it to Ford dealer, they disconnect
crusie cable. Don't know if this was really the problem, just got it back. I am very fearful to drive
it, because you never know when it will do it again. Please someone make Ford wake up about
this problem before someone is killed. I wouldn't feel right trading it in, for fear of someone else
getting killed. I have a Ford Taurus. Whenever there is moderate to heavy rainfall, water leaks
into the passenger side under the dash, soaking the floor and the blower motor will not work.
While driving the windshield fogs over and I cannot get the blower to turn on, causing visibility
issues while driving on the road. This is happening to a lot of people, this should be
investigated and a recall issued. The contact owned a Ford Taurus. The contact stated that after
experiencing a problem with the windshield wipers, she realized that smoke was being emitted
from under the wipers. In addition, all of the warning lights illuminated on the instrument panel
and the contact experienced a difficult time trying to stop the vehicle. After stopping the vehicle,
the engine exploded and the vehicle engulfed into flames. The fire department appeared on the
scene, but no injuries were reported. The vehicle was destroyed. The manufacturer was made
aware of the failure. The failure and current mileages were 85, Prior to the fire, the gas and brake
pedal became hard and the engine light illuminated. While driving down an interstate at
approximately 65 mph, the electrical system in my Ford Taurus shut off. All of the gauges went
dead. The car did not stall, but I slowly started decelerating the car. Five seconds later, the
system suddenly restarted like nothing had happened. I called the local Ford dealer where the
car was purchased and they stated that if they can't reproduce the incident, there's nothing they
can do about it. The car has approximately , miles on it. Upon starting the vehicle the contact
began to smell a burning odor and noticed smoke underneath the dashboard. The vehicle was
shut off. The contact opened the hood and observed that everything under the hood was on fire.
The police and fire department appeared on the scene to extinguish the fire. The vehicle was
destroyed and towed to an independent repair shop where they were in the process of
diagnosing the failure. The failure and current mileage was , I was driving off a heavy traveled
roadway, turning a exit ramp suddenly my Taurus wagon suddenly accelerated without me
placing my foot on the gas pedal. I had to slow the car down, putting it in neutral, hopping the
car would stop. I nearly ran into the car in front of me and the car stopped. In discussing this
with several family members in the family, they too experienced the same thing with the car
quickly accelerating on its own. Several weeks ago I attended a seminar in atlantic city, it began
to snow and I traveled approximately 50 miles home in the ice and snow. I am surely glad that
the car did not accelerate on its own at that time. A very serious safety feature. Someone could
have been killed. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. Total reports: The
Contact Owns A ford taurus. Mileage was miles. Vehicle was not using Cruise Control
p0193 ford focus
chevy luv parts catalog
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. May 15, Vehicle was on fire. Accident was reported to Police. Sept 29, June 16, A Very Serious
Safety Feature. Someone Could Have Been Killed. Vehicle was using Cruise Control. Jan 01,
The Contact Owned A ford taurus. The Vehicle Was Shut Off. Feb 01, May 13, The Vehicle Was
Destroyed. Vehicle was purchased on July 15, I Have A ford taurus. May 09, Nov 27, Nov 15, Feb
02, Sept 12, Feb 18, July 01, Post Office In Depere, Wi. Vehicle was involved in a crash. Feb 07,

May 31, However, The Cruise Was Off. Jan 30, Recommend Recall. July 18, Apr 04, Your email
address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next
time I comment. Ford Problems. Sept 29, The Contact Owns A ford taurus. Jan 01, The Contact
Owned A ford taurus. May 13, The Contact Owned A ford taurus. July 15, I Have A ford taurus.
Jan 30, ford taurus Se Cleaned And Inspected. Go to mobile version. Popular Pages Home. More
Info. Social Twitter Facebook. All rights reserved. Privacy Policy.

